160	18.  Story of the Eighteenth Statuette — JR
jainistic recension of 18
When King Bhoja again on another occasion had made complete preparations for
the coronation-rite and was ascending the throne, the eighteenth statue said: "0
king, he who has magnanimity like Vikramaditya's mounts this throne." And when
the king askt " Of what sort was that magnanimity ? " the statue said: " 0 king,
In Avantl-eity, the noble King Vikrama. One time his usher announst in his as-
sembly a certain wanderer. The king askt him: " Tell some strange story; for those
who have seen many countries experience marvelous things." And he said: "O
king, on the crest of Sunrise Mountain there is a certain temple. In front of it
there is a great lake, enclosed by moonstones. In the lake there is a golden pillar, and
upon it a golden throne. And this pillar rises out of the water at sunrise, and slowly
ascends until at midday it reaches the sun's orb; then slowly sinking it enters the
water again at sunset. The people of the country call this the holy ford *Purger from
Sin,'" Hearing this the king in astonishment put on his magic sandals, and went
to that Sunrise Mountain, and saw the holy watering-place. And in the morning, at
sunrise, when the pillar came out of the water, the king seated himself gently on
the throne which was placed upon it, and as the throne ascended, went with it to the
sun's orb. Then the king became insensible from the heat of the sun. But the sun
was pleased with his courage, and restored him to consciousness by sprinkling him
with nectar. Thereupon he praised the sun, who destroys the darkness of the world,
with these words:
 1.	" I worship the living sun, the bodiless one, whose seat is in the sky; from
whom necessarily proceeds all the nature of the Knower and the Agent; who is
not to be comprehended by external forms composed of sensuous objects; and
who by his name and essence seems to render void the very nature of those ex-
ternal forms.
 2.	I fall down before the sun, who alone is a storehouse of all compassion; who
on the one hand in his twelve-fold nature makes the world outside us to shine,
while on the other hand he stands within us too, having his seat in the skin, eye,
ear, tongue, nose, hand, foot, voice, anus, and genitals, and being the embodi-
ment of the mind [manas], the organ of consciousness [buddhi], and the organ
of individuality [ahaihkara].
 3.	Homage be to you forever, Supreme Sun, (whether we say that) you have
neither beginning nor end, nor bodily form nor attributes; finer than an atom yet
enormously large; or possessing all forms and (various) attributes — that is the
fashioning after which your form is fashioned; or (we may say that) you are he
that shines forth revealing the manifold transformations of primary substance."
The sun was pleased with this praise and with the courage the king had shown, and
said: " O king, choose a wish." But the Tdng feared to make a request, and said:
**O Exalted Light-giver, Torch of the World, after seeing you what other thing is there
to ask for?" Then, greatly pleased, the sun gave him two rings, which yielded gold
by the load every day. After this he mounted again on the throne upon the pillar, and
in the same manner at sunset came back to earth, and set out for his city again. On
the way he was askt for alms by a beggar afflicted with great poverty. And full of com-
passion, and fearing to refuse a request, he gladly gave Mm those two rings* In the
Wrds of the verse:

